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1.1. Widgets in JIL A Widgets in JIL (WJIL) is a composition of HTML, JavaScript, and CSS combined as a package that can be deployed on a JIL compatible mobile handset. The WJIL package is self-contained; the package includes all of the support files that are needed by the widget. With this approach, the widget can become a
standalone application that does not require any external resources. Any external access issues in running a widget can be safely handled or even avoided. The WJIL markup HTML is based on the HTML 4.0 standard. It also supports a rich JavaScript environment with additional JIL API extensions. These extensions support integration with
the handset device in the form of Messaging, PIM, and Device interaction. The JIL API also supports robust set of Network Resource API's. With these capabilities, a widget can provide access to Internet based data, information, and services.Furthermore, you can also use a widget for providing integration and access to any existing
enterprise apps. 2.2. Overview A WJIL application consists of the following components: HTML - Provides user interface. JavaScript - Provides widgets on the WJIL. CSS - Provides the styling for the widget. Deployment 2.2.1. Platform WJIL is designed to support handsets that are running JIL 1.0, JIL 1.1 or JIL 2.0. 2.2.2. Manifest File A
WJIL application manifest file contains the information necessary to execute the application. When the application is installed on a handset, it loads the manifest file which in turn loads the WJIL. This information is sent to the handset by the mobile network operator when the application is activated. The manifest file contains the following:
1. Package name 2. URL of the web server or port where the application can be found 3. ID of the WJIL 2.3. Widget Types 2.3.1. Messaging Widgets Message widgets provide a simple way to communicate with your business partners, family, friends, or your customers. The message widget is the default widget type that has been added to
all phones. It is a widget that provides a visual presentation of the user's messages. You can also include other widgets in the presentation such as phone book, business card, photo albums, clock, etc. 2.3.2. Phone/Mess
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This specification describes the Mobile Web Developer Kit (MWDK) version 2.0 (version 2.0.0) API. This is the replacement for the obsolete Mobile Web Developer Kit version 1.0 (version 1.0.0). This specification describes the Mobile Web Developer Kit (MWDK) version 2.0 (version 2.0.0) API. This is the replacement for the obsolete
Mobile Web Developer Kit version 1.0 (version 1.0.0). MVDK 2.0 offers a rich set of enhancements. The SDK offers a mobile web developer kit (MWDK) in order to create new mobile website applications. Furthermore, MVDK 2.0 is backwards compatible with the MWDK 1.0 specification. Version 2.0.0 of the MWDK API comprises
of the following features, enhancements and fixes: 1.Support for new features in the HTML 4.0 standard. 2.A new API interface to build AJAX applications with less user code 3.Change MWDK 1.0 API to use the new API 4.Manage the API applications (ready to be installed) 5.Implementation of DHTML JSAPI to support widget
applications. 6.New error response for JSAPI for applications 7.Improvements in Android 8.Improvements in BlackBerry 9.Bug fixes. After a long time, MVDK 1.0 has been discontinued. We will soon introduce a new version of MVDK to support the new generation of mobile devices. MWDK 1.0 was based on the WAP 1.1 and Java
Servlet specifications. The MWDK provides you with the tools and features to develop and deploy the mobile web applications and widgets. Using MWDK, you can create rich mobile applications and dynamic web applications which require little or no user interaction. The SDK supports the following features: 1.Java, HTML, JavaScript
and CSS development environment. 2.3D rendering and animation with 3D SL viewer for HTML applications. 3.Multimedia content development, and application playback. 4.Complete navigation control for mobile website. 5.Redirection of HTTP requests and responses between JavaScript and Java. 6.Object-Oriented Programming to
develop applications using an API for multiple platforms and mobile handsets. 7.Session management for applications and widget. 8.User management. 9.Unit testing of applications. 10. 1d6a3396d6
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The JIL mobile widget SDK allows you to develop, debug and deploy your widgets. The JIL widget is a composition of HTML, JavaScript and CSS combined as a package that can be deployed on a JIL compatible mobile handset. The widget package is self-contained; the package includes all of the support files that are needed by the
widget. With this approach, the widget can become a standalone application that does not require any external resources. Any external access issues in running a widget can be safely handled or even avoided. * * * # About the Author Jim Jackson was born and raised in the south Chicago suburbs. He had some degree of computer literacy as
a child. During the 1980s, he was a member of the APA (Avante Programmer) and several local user groups on the APA's XBase System. As a result of this interest, he had several vendors (including Micrografx, Bytecraft, Microsoft, Adobe and Tandy) as his first programming clients. He was hired by Motorola as a computer programmer
in 1989, and he worked for Motorola for over 15 years. He was responsible for creating and maintaining a number of software products. In 2000, he transferred to Motorola's Client Software Division, where he was responsible for creating the first WebCrawler application. This product was based on Java 2, and the creation of this product
and others like it allowed him to transition from a programmer into an application developer and lead Java developer. He joined JIL Software in 2003, and since then, has been JIL's lead Java developer and software engineer. In 2007, he was tasked with developing the Java applet technology and the new Web runtime Java technology. In
2009, he became lead Java developer and software architect for JIL Software, and he continues to make Java applications and custom software. He was a co-founder of the Chicago Software Users' Group, and has been a moderator of several user groups, including the Chicago Java Users' Group and the Midwest Java Users' Group. He has
spoken at JavaOne, JavaOne West, and JavaOne North America. He is a frequent speaker and author on Java. # SPECIAL OFFER: Upgrade this ebook with O'Reilly Upgrade this ebook today for $4.99 at oreilly.com and get access to additional DRM-free formats, including PDF and EPUB, along with free lifetime updates. # # JIL Mobile
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This is an XML file that defines the properties of a JIL Widget. An XML file that defines the properties of a JIL Widget. Attribute List: name:
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System Requirements For JIL SDK:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or later CPU: Intel i5-2500K RAM: 8GB GPU: NVIDIA GTX 560 Ti or AMD Radeon HD 7970 DirectX: Version 11 HDD: 15 GB WDD: DVD drive Additional Notes: My soul is at war with my body and I like to dwell in the former I have given you many examples of how the marvels of cinema, literature, and
television can inspire the imagination and touch the heart. When I first stumbled
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